
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of principal
enterprise architect. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for principal enterprise architect

Evaluates new technology for fit within existing standards and makes
recommendations for adoption
Leads the Architecture Review Board and other technology governance
processes
Assists in defining and initiating department quality and improvement
initiatives
Plans, designs, and controls the progress of complex project work within the
technical department to meet member/client objectives
Preparing proposals, technical publications/papers, and making presentations
Working with other IT groups, develops and maintains an infrastructure
roadmap that provides reduced overall complexity and increased cost
efficiency
Provides leadership and direction through technical subject matter expertise
Develops and maintains the infrastructure strategies that results in efficient
and effective use of our infrastructure information technology products and
services
Maintains expertise in the area of architecture, including industry trends,
strategies and products to ensure that the company's assets are effectively
and efficiently utilized
Provides technical IT expertise and assist in the selection of new hardware
and software platforms which assists in attaining the enterprise architecture

Example of Principal Enterprise Architect Job
Description
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Qualifications for principal enterprise architect

Participating in leading the technical sales activities of cross-BU solution
opportunities
Identifying partner and customer business needs and helping partners define
solutions to address them
Educating partners and their customers about the value of CA products and
solutions
Delivering persuasive solution presentations and demonstrations containing
integrated products
Engaging with product management as a customer champion to drive
product and solution enhancements
Assisting with resolution of critical business and technical issues affecting
partners or their customers


